Solving large-scale modular system of linear equations (LMSLE) is pervasive in modern computer and communication community, especially in the fields of coding theory and cryptography. However, it is computationally overloaded for lightweight devices arisen in quantity with the dawn of the things of internet (IoT) era. As an important form of cloud computing services, secure computation outsourcing has become a popular topic. In this paper, we design an efficient outsourcing scheme that enables the resource-constrained client to find a solution of the LMSLE with the assistance of a public cloud server. By utilizing affine transformation based on sparse unimodular matrices, our scheme has three merits compared with previous work: 1) Our scheme is efficiency/security-adjustable. Our encryption method is dynamic, and it can balance the security and efficiency to match different application scenarios by skillfully control the number of unimodular matrices. 2) Our scheme is versatile. It is suit for generic m-by-n coefficient matrix A, no matter it is square or not. 3) Our scheme satisfies public verifiability and achieves the optimal verification probability. It enables any verifier which is not necessarily the client to verify the correctness of the results returned from the cloud server with probability 1. Finally, theoretical analysis and comprehensive experimental results confirm our scheme's security and high efficiency.
Introduction
With the rapid development of 5G technologies, the Internet of things (IoT) era is coming. More and more intelligent devices are connected to the internet and communicate with each other, which will greatly facilitate people's life [1] [2] [3] . It is predicted by the technology research firm Gartner that there will be 26 billion smart devices on the Internet of Things (IoT) by 2020 [4] . However, quantities of these devices, such as wearable devices, home appliances, and RFID cards, suffer from limited computing ability, low storage space and constrained communication bandwidth. It is unrealistic for these resource-constrained and asset. On the other hand, the physical isolation from the clients and external ill-disposed economic incentives may make cloud servers curious, lazy and even malicious, and then steal clients' private information and return random, or deliberately forged results to the clients. Therefore, a security outsourcing scheme should fulfill the following properties [8, 9] : (1) Correctness. The clients should obtain the correct computation results if the cloud servers conduct the assigned computation task honestly.
(2) Input/output privacy. The curious or even malicious cloud servers can not steal or speculate clients' actual input/output information.
(3) Verifiability. The clients can verify the correctness of the results returned from the cloud servers. (4) Efficiency. The scheme must be efficient. That is, the clients' time/space cost of performing the large-scale data computation/storage task should be substantially cheaper than that of performing the task by themselves. For some given integer q, a vector b ∈ Z n q and a full (column or row) rank matrix A ∈ Z m×n q , solving the modular systems of linear equations
is a fundamental computational problem in modern computer algebra [10] . It has various applications in information and communications fields. For example, in coding theory, we needs to solve this problem to decode q-ary linear code [11, 12] , and, in lattice-based cryptography, it is used for generating signatures and private keys in the signature and encryption/decryption schemes based on Small Integer Solution (SIS) [13] and Learning with Errors (LWE) problems [14] [15] [16] . Also, it frequently emerges in machine learning [17] . The classic algorithm of solving this problem is Gaussian elimination with a time complexity of O(mn 2 (log q) 2 ). It is efficient when the size of A is small. However, the exponential growth in the quantity of data generated in IoT era makes us often have to deal with large-scale matrices. For example, the recent postquantum key exchange protocol [18] requires m, n ≥ 1024 and q = 2 32 −1, and its improved variant [19] also requires m, n ≥ 1024 and q = 12289. For the large-scale matrix A, the Gaussian elimination becomes time-consuming which may result in the infeasible for the resource-constrained clients to solve this problem. Therefore, it is of great necessity to design an efficient algorithm to securely outsourcing the solving of the large-scale modular system of linear equations (LMSLE).
Obviously, when A is square and invertible modulo q, the (LMSLE) problem (1) has a unique solution in Z q which can be denoted as x = A −1 b mod q. In this case, we can realize the securely outsourcing of (LMSLE) by designing an efficient method to outsource the inverse of A modulo q. Although many researches have considered the outsourcing of large-scale matrix inversion computation [20] [21] [22] , they focused on matrices over the real field R or the finite field F q and the probability of verifiability can not achieve the optimal 1. Furthermore, the existing methods only designed for a square and invertible matrix A, while here we consider a general m-by-n matrix A. Another viable way is directly considering the secure outsourcing of LMSLE. Through imitating the currently most efficient outsourcing algorithm of large-scale system of linear equations (LSLE) [23] , one may want to blind the input (A, b) and the output x by sparse matrix transformations and translation vector. However, just as the authors' mentioned in the paper, their method can not provide strong enough privacy. Therefore, how to design an efficient and strong enough security outsourcing scheme for a general input matrix A is left as a meaningfully practical problem.
Our contributions
To address the above-mentioned problem, in this paper, we put forward an efficiency/security-adjustable outsourcing scheme to find a solution vector of the LMSLE problem Ax ≡ b mod q in case that the problem is solvable. Also, our scheme is publicly variable, i.e. any verifier (not necessarily the client) can assess the correctness of the server's results. The main technique involved in our scheme essentially can be treated as an improvement of Zhang et al. 's technique [22] and Chen et al. 's technique [23] , which makes our scheme superior in the following three aspects: 1) Our scheme provides an adjustable encryption method based on successively sparse unimodular matrix transformations. That is, we can adjust the number of sparse unimodular matrices in the scheme to balance security and efficiency to match the different application scenarios. 2) Our scheme is applicable to any matrix A such that Ax ≡ b mod q is solvable, no matter it is square or non-square. 3) Our scheme are publicly verifiable and achieves the optimal verifiability probability 1. In other words, our scheme allows the client to delegate the verification task to any honest or even curious edge server without leaking the client's private information. Additionally, the verifier (e.g. the client or the third-party edge server) can detect the cloud server's misbehaviors with optimal probability 1.
Organization
The rest of our paper is arranged as follows: In "Security model and definitions" section, we illustrate the system model and related definitions in our outsourcing design of LMSLE. "Preliminaries" section reviews some necessary preliminaries used in the design of our scheme. The main scheme and its correctness, privacy, verifiability and efficiency analysis are presented in "Main scheme" section, and "Performance evaluation" section evaluates the practical performance of the proposed scheme by comprehensive experiments. We survey the related work in "Related work" section. Finally, we conclude our paper in "Conclusion and future direction" section.
Security model and definitions

System model
As shown in Fig. 1 , the system model of our secure outsourcing scheme SOS LMSLE (q, A, b) involves three entities: a resource-constrained client C, a remote public cloud server S, and an edge server E closed to C. Client: The client C is with constrained computing resource and storage space. It intends to securely find a solution of the large-scale modular system of linear equations Ax ≡ b mod q by leveraging the cloud server's computation resource. To keep the privacy of the input (A, b) and the output (solution vector) x, C firstly generates a secret key SK and utilizes it to encrypt (A, b) into (A , b ), and then sends (q, A , b ) to S and E.
Cloud server: The cloud server S is public and resourceabundant, yet it is far from the client C and thus maybe untrusted. After receiving (q, A , b ), S performs the assigned computation task that solving another largescale modular system of linear equations A x ≡ b mod q, and returns the solution vector x to E.
Edge server: The edge server E is semi-public and has more computing power and larger storage space than that of the client C. However, compared with the cloud server S, edge server's resource is also limited, so it cannot support complex computation task. In our outsourcing system, it mainly assists the client to verify the correctness of the returned result from S. Noteworthily, the verification task also can be conducted by the client itself, and thus 
Threat model
Standing at the client's perceptive, the threats in our computation outsourcing system mainly originate from the credibility of the cloud server S and the edge server E. According to the misbehaviors of servers, the threats mainly come from the following two types of servers: the honest-but-curious (HBC) server, and the fully malicious (FM) server. HBC server: the server will perform the specified computation task honestly and return the correct calculation result. However, it is curious about the actual input/output information, and tries to steal the client's valuably private information for selfish purposes.
FM server: the server not only wants to steal the client's private information, but also may arbitrarily deviate from the specified computation task and returns a random or even a tactical forged result to fool the client.
Clearly, For the HBC server, a secure outsourcing scheme must ensure the privacy of the client's input/output information. While, For the FM server, an outsorucing scheme is secure if it simultaneously satisfies input/output privacy and the returned result's verifiability. In the light of the different misbehaviors of the two servers in our system model, there exist four possible threat models: HBC-cloud + HBC-edge, FM-cloud + HBC-edge,HBC-cloud + FM-edge, and FM-cloud+FMedge. Since the cloud server is remote and out of control, and the edge server is semi-public which can be deemed as an interior small server for a group, we consider the threat model as the combination of a FM cloud server and a HBC edge server.
Design goals
To design an efficient outsourcing scheme under the FMcloud + HBC-edge servers model, the scheme should at least fulfill four properties: correctness, privacy, verifiability and efficiency.
The first requirement correctness means that the scheme enables the client to acquire one solution vector of the LMSLE problem if the cloud server honestly performs the specified computation task.
The second requirement is privacy which means the scheme should guarantee a FM or a HBC server can not obtain the client's actual input/output information with a overwhelming probability. Definition 2 (Input/Output privacy) A secure outsourcing computation scheme SOS LMSLE (·) satisfies the input (resp. output) privacy if, for any valid input = (q, A, b), the key generation algorithm produces {SK} ← KeyGen( , 1 m , 1 n ) such that the probability that the cloud/edge server can recover ( 
The third requirement verifiability means the scheme can verify the correctness of the result returned from the cloud server with a nonnegligible probability.
Finally, the scheme should be efficient. In other words, the scheme should enable the client to achieve substantial computation savings compared to performing the work on client's own. A, b) , the client's time overhead of solving Ax ≡ b mod q on its own is t original , and the local-client's time overhead of performing the task by performing the outsourcing algorithm
It is worth mentioning that the factor α in the above definition measures the level of outsourcing scheme's efficiency. Clearly, The larger the factor α becomes, the more computational savings the local-client achieves and the more efficient the scheme SOS LMSLE (·) is.
Preliminaries
In this section, we review the frequently used symbols in this paper and some necessary basic concepts involved the design of our scheme.
Notations and terminologies
Throughout the paper, we use capital and bold (resp. lower-case and bold) letters to denote matrices (resp. vectors). For some matrix A (resp. vector b), A T (resp. b T ) denotes the transposition of matrix A (resp. vector b), det(A) denotes the determinant of A. Let Z denote the set of integers and Z q = {0, 1, · · · , q − 1} denote the residue ring Z/qZ. Z m×n q represents the set of all the m×n matrices whose entries belong to Z q .
Unimodular matrix
Unimodular matrices are a special kind of integer matrices, which has wide applications in computer science community, especially in matrix computation theory, coding theory and lattice-based cryptography [24] .
Definition 5 (Unimodular matrix [25]) An n-by-n integer matrix U is unimodular if and only its determinant
A very "nice" property of unimodular matrix is that the inverse of an unimodular matrix is still unimodular. Here we list it as a lemma and omit its proof. For instance, for the unimodular matrix U = 3 2 4 3 , its
, which is trivially unimodular. Now, we prove another important result about the unimodular matrix, which is very useful in the forthcoming analysis of our scheme's input/output privacy in "Input/output privacy" section.
where X = Z ∩ (−2 λ , 2 λ ) denotes the set of the integers with bit length no larger than λ. Then the size of P satisfies
Proof From the definition of P, ∀X ∈ T , | det(X)| = |x 11 x 22 − x 21 x 12 | = 1. Since the number of the unimodular matrices with determinant 1 is the same as that of the unimodular matrices with determinant −1, we only count the number of unimodular matrices with determinant 1 (i.e. x 11 x 22 − x 21 x 12 = 1).
Since x 11 x 22 − x 21 x 12 = 1, we have gcd(x 11 , x 21 ) = 1. Clearly, for any relatively prime pair (a, b) ∈ X × X , there exists at least one unimodular matrix in P. According to the proof of Theorem 3.9 in reference [27], the number of relatively prime pairs in X × X is no less than 24 π 2 (2 λ − 1) 2 . Therefore, the number of unimodular matrices with determinant 1 is at least 24 π 2 (2 λ − 1) 2 . Consequently, the size of P satisfies
Main scheme
A bird's-eye view of the Main idea
Given an integer q, a vector b ∈ Z m q and a large-scale full (column or row) rank matrix A ∈ Z m×n q , we intend to find a solution vector x such that
in case that the system is solvable. Since the size of A is very large, the resource-constrained client wants to delegate such overload work to a public and maybe not trusted cloud server in a secure way.
In case that the system (3) has a unique solution, we can achieve the above objection by securely outsourcing the pseudoinverse of A modulo q. Then we can recover the unique solution x = (A T A) −1 A T b mod q. However, this method requires that the matrix A is full column rank (i.e. m ≥ n) and the product matrix A T A is invertible modulo q (i.e. gcd(det (A T A) , q) = 1). Also, the existing outsourcing algorithms [22, 28] for matrix inversion only detect the cloud server's misbehavior with a certain probability and thus do not achieve the optimal verifiability 1. Another direction is along the way of securely outsourcing LSLE [23, 29] . We can blind the inputs A, b and the output x simultaneously by performing random sparse matrix transformations on A and adding a random vector r to x. In other words, we can convert the Eq. (3) into
where M, N are two random sparse (or even permutation) matrices. Briefly, we denote the linear system (4) as
out of which A = MAN, x = N −1 (x+r) and b = M(b+ Ar). This method can be applied for general (non-square) matrix A and achieve the optimal verifiability. Nonetheless, this kind of simple sparse matrix transformation can not provide strong enough privacy. E.g. it may leak the statistical information of certain entries in the matrix A. Therefore, to design an efficient outsourcing algorithm for general matrix A with high security, a natural idea is to combine the above-mentioned techniques. Different from the encryption method in [23] which encrypts A by only two sparse matrices, we blind the matrix A by dense enough matrices. Inspired by the method introduced in [22] , we present a dynamic and adjustable method to encrypt the original matrix by using a series of sparse and unimodular matrix transformations. That is, the A in Eq. (5) is obtained by the following method
where U i , V j are sparse and unimodular matrices for 1 ≤ i ≤ f (m), 1 ≤ j ≤ g(n). To ensure the efficiency of the encryption operation, the f (m) (resp. g(n)) should be some linear function of m (resp. n) and the computation of A can be efficiently implementation by virtue of the associativity of matrix multiplication. Obviously, as the increasing of the number of the sparse unimodular matrices used in the left (resp. right) transformation, the product matrix U f (m) · · · U 1 (resp. V 1 · · · V g(n) ) becomes denser, and thereby the scheme performs with stronger security and lower efficiency. Therefore, the scheme provides an alternative way to balance the security and the efficiency according to different specific application scenarios. (q, A, b) consists of the following five algorithms.
1) Pre-processing: Given a small constant λ > 0, this step generates a large resource pool P consisted of 2-by-2 random unimodular matrices as shown in equation (2). 2) KeyGen: On input a triple (q, A, b) with q ∈ Z, A ∈ Z m×n q and b ∈ Z m q . The client C generates a random secret key SK = (U 1 , · · · , U f (m) , V 1 , · · · , V g(n) , r) as follows: Firstly, this algorithm chooses some non-negative integer c which is adjustable according to different application scenarios, and defines f (m) = c(m − 3) + (c + 1) + (m − 2) and g(n) = c(n − 3) + (c + 1) + (n − 2). Secondly, for 1 ≤ i ≤ f (m) and 1 ≤ j ≤ g(n), it randomly chooses 2-by-2 unimodular matrices 
by replacing the entries located in ( , ), ( , + 1), ( + 1, ) and ( + 1, + 1) positions of the identity matrix I m×m with
for some 1 ≤ ≤ n − 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ c, this algorithm generates the n-by-n matrix
by replacing the entries located in ( , ), ( , + 1), ( + 1, ) and ( + 1, + 1) positions of the identity matrix I n×n with V (j) .
Finally, this step randomly generate a vector r ∈ Z n q . 3) CEnc: Utilizing the secret key SK = (U 1 , · · · , U f (m) , V 1 , · · · , V g(n) , r), the client C encrypts the original matrix A and the vector b into A = (U f (m) · · · (U 1 ((AV 1 ) · · · V g(n) ))) mod q (9) and b = (U f (m) · · · (U 1 (b + Ar))) mod q respectively, and then sends (A , b , q) to the cloud server S. 4) SCom: After receiving the blinded values (A , b ) and q, the cloud server S finds a solution vector x such that A x ≡ b mod q, then returns x to the edge server E. 5) EVer: After receiving x , the edge server E first verifies whether the equation A x ≡ b mod q holds. If it does, the algorithm defines δ x = 1. Else, it defines δ x = 0. Then it sends (x , δ x ) to C. 6) CDec: After receiving (x , δ x ) sent from E, the client C first check the value of δ x . If δ x = 1, the algorithm outputs
Otherwise, it outputs ⊥. We omit the preprocessing step. Our scheme goes as follows.
1) The client C invokes the algorithm KeyGen to generate a random secret key SK = (U 1 , U 2 , V 1 , V 2 , r). Let
2) The client C invokes the algorithm CEnc to compute Then C sends the three-tuple (q, A , b ) to the cloud server S. 3) The cloud sever S conducts the algorithm SCom to find a solution vector x satisfying A x ≡ b mod q. Namely, ⎛ ⎝ 5 6 2 5 3 2
Then S returns the solution
The edge server E performs the algorithm EVer to verify whether A x ≡ b mod q. Since it holds, E sends (x , 1) to C. 5) Since δ x = 1, the client C performs the algorithm CDec to decrypt
Remarks 1
In the preprocessing step, the set P can be constructed through the following method: for the 2-by-2 unimodular X with determinant 1, the client C randomly chooses two coprime integers x 11 , x 21 ∈ X , and then runs the well-known extended Euclidean algorithm to compute two integers x 12 and x 22 subject to x 11 x 22 − x 12 x 21 = 1. Swapping the two columns of the matrix with determinant 1, the client C can obtain the matrix with determinant -1.
Correctness
It is easy to see that our scheme is correct for our toy example. Now, we prove the correctness of the proposed scheme for arbitrary instance.
Theorem 1 For any valid inputs q ∈ Z, b ∈ Z m q , and A ∈ Z m×n q , the proposed secure outsourcing scheme SOS LMSLE (q, A, b) is correct according to the definition 1.
Proof For the inputs q ∈ Z, b ∈ Z m q , assume that the SK produced by the algorithm KeyGen is (U 1 , · · · , U f (m) , V 1 , · · · , V g(n) , r). Then, invoking the encryption algorithm CEnc, A = (U f (m) · · · (U 1 ((AV 1 ) · · · V g(n) ))) mod q and b = (U f (m) · · · (U 1 (b + Ar))) mod q. If the result x computed by the cloud server satisfies A x ≡ b mod q, the algorithm EVer sends (x , 1) to the client C. Therefore, the algorithm CDec outputs
Namely, x = (V 1 (V 2 · · · (V g(n) · x ))) − r mod q is a solution of Ax ≡ b mod q. That is, the algorithm CDec(x , SK) outputs correct result.
Input/output privacy
Now, following the analysis of the work [23] , we prove that the input (A, b) and the actual output x is private against the FM cloud server and the HBC edge server in our scheme. (A, b) (resp. x) in our proposed secure outsourcing algorithm SOS LMSLE (q, A, b) satisfies the input (resp. output) privacy according to the Definition 2.
Theorem 2 For any valid inputs q
Proof First, we prove the privacy for the input vector b and the output vector x. Since b = U −1 1 · · · U −1 f (m) b − Ar mod q, x = (V 1 (V 2 · · · (V g(n) · x ))) − r mod q, r ∈ Z n q is random and A is full rank, both b and x are blinded by r in sense of indistinguishability. That is, the cloud/edge server has to guess the value of b (resp. x), and then the probability is
which clearly is negligible function of m (resp.n). A-privacy: If the cloud/edge server wants to steal the information of the original coefficient matrix A, since it knows the ciphertext matrix A = U f (m) · · · U 1 AV 1 · · · V g(n) mod q, it can recover A by computing 
Since u is , v tj are random, a ij is also indistinguishable with a random number in Z q . The cloud/edge server can guess a ij by brute-force attack, in which case the probability of recovering A = (a ij ) 1≤i≤m,1≤j≤n is
It is clearly a negligible function of m (resp. n).
Another feasible way of recovering A is to obtain the unimodular matrices U i and V j for 1 ≤ i ≤ f (m) and 1 ≤ j ≤ g(n). Since each U i (resp. V j ) is constructed by a 2-by-2 unimdoular matrix randomly chosen from a set P with size #P ≥ 48 π 2 (2 λ − 1) 2 , the probability of the cloud/edge server can guess the correct U i (resp.V j ) is
Overall, the probability of the malicious cloud server can guess the correct A is
, which also is negligible function of m (resp. n).
Verifiability
In this section, we will prove that the edger server and thus the client can detect the cloud server's misbehaviours with probability 1. Strictly speaking, we have the following result.
Theorem 3 For any valid inputs q
, the proposed secure outsourcing algorithm SOS LMSLE (A, q, b) is 1-verifiability according to the Definition 3.
Proof Based on the Definition 3, we need to prove the following two conditional probability identities:
The identity (11) is straightforwardly from the correctness of our scheme, and the identity (12) is also obviously from the definition of algorithm EVer(x , ).
Efficiency
Let t KeyGen , t CEnc , t SCom , t EVer and t CDec denote the time overhead of corresponding algorithm in our scheme.
Overhead of KeyGen. In the key generation step, the secret key SK = (U 1 , · · · , U f (m) , V 1 , · · · , V g(n) , r) is generated by randomly chosen operation. Since the size of key space #P ≤ 2 8λ and the size of Z n q is q n , the time overhead of this step is t KeyGen = O((f (m) + g(n) )λ + n log q).
Overhead of CEnc. In the encryption step, the client can compute A = (U f (m) · · · (U 1 ((AV 1 ) · · · V g(n) ))) mod q, and b = (U f (m) · · · (U 1 (b + Ar))) mod q by associativity. Therein, computing A requires 4mg(n) + 4nf (m) multiplications over ring Z q , and computing b requires mn + 4f (m) multiplications over ring Z q . Since the multiplication operation is performed on two integers with bit length no more than log q, the time overhead of this step is t CEnc = O((mg(n) + nf (m) + mn)(log q) 2 ).
Overhead of SCom. In the cloud server computation step, C needs to solve the large-scale modular system of linear equations A x mod q which has a time complexity of t SCom = O(mn 2 (log q) 2 ).
Overhead of EVer. In the edge server verification step, E also needs to compute A x mod q, which requires mn multiplications over ring Z q . Also, the multiplication operation is performed on two integers with bit length no more than log q. Therefore, t EVer = t SCom = O(mn(log q) 2 ).
Overhead of CDec. In the client decryption step, the client needs to compute x = (V 1 (V 2 · · · (V g(n) · x ))) − r mod q,which requires 4g(n) multiplications over ring Z q . Also, the multiplication operation is performed on two integers with bit length no more than log q. Therefore, t CDec = O(g(n)(log q) 2 ).
Since f (m) (resp. g(n)) is a linear function of m (resp.n) and λ is a small constant, the overall time overhead on the client side is
The time overhead of the cloud server S is Since, if the client performs the work by itself, the time overhead is t o = O(mn 2 (log q) 2 ). Therefore efficiency in Definition 4 is
That is, we have proved the following result 
Performance evaluation
To evaluate the practical performance of our scheme, in this section, we provide a comprehensive experimental analysis.
Evaluation methodology
Our analysis is presented by experimentally simulating the outsourcing process. All the experiments are implemented on Mathmatica 11.0 software platform. For the algorithms performed on the client side, we carry out them on a computer with Intel i3-2330M CPU processor running at 2.20 GHz, 2 GB memory. We simulate the edge server on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU processor running at 2.71 GHz, 8 GB memory, and simulate the cloud server on a computer with Intel(R)Xeon(R) W-2123 CPU @ 3.60GHz 3.60 GHz, 32.0 GB memory.
To comprehensively evaluate the performance of our scheme, we make comparisons from the following three different perspectives:
• Compare the client's time cost of outsourcing different computation instances by performing the proposed scheme with that of solving the corresponding computation instances on its own. • Compare the total time cost of outsourcing different computation instances by performing the proposed scheme with that of achieving the corresponding computation instances on client's own. • Simulate the variance of the client's time cost of outsourcing different computation instances with different f (m) and g(n) in our scheme.
Evaluation results
Let t original , t CEnc , t CDec , t SCom , t Ever , t client , t cloud , t edge denote the same meanings as that in "Efficiency" section. t totall( ) = t client + t cloud + t edge represents the total cost of our scheme for solving LMSLE instances. We take q = 251 and q = 12289 which are common in learning with errors (LWE)-based cryptosystems [19, 30] . The parameter λ is set to 2 in our experiments. The experimental results are shown in Tables 1, 2 , 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Noting that the time overhead of the algorithm KeyGen is negligible compared with other algorithms, we omit it in the tables. From the tables, we can easily observed the following three results: (1) Our proposed scheme enables the client to achieve decent computational savings compared with conducting the task on client's own, and the speedup ratio Table 1 Ax ≡ b mod 251 with parameters f (m) = m − 1, g(n) = n − 1 (unit:s)
Conclusion and future direction
In this paper, we introduce an efficiency/securityadjustable scheme for publicly verifiable delegation of computation which enable a resource-constrained client to securely outsource the solving of LMSLE. We built our scheme upon a novel dynamic affine transformation by successively utilizing sparse and unimodular matrices which may has potential applications in outsourcing other linear algebraic operations. However, there still exist some open problems deserved for further research. First, in the case that the LMSLE problem has multiple solutions, the presented outsourcing scheme can only ensure the client to securely find one solution. That is, if the cloud server returns multiple solutions, the client or the edge server in our scheme can verify the correctness of each solution, but it can not confirm whether the cloud returns the set of all solutions. Therefore, how to design an efficient outsourcing scheme that enables the client to securely and correctly find the set of all solutions is an interesting problem. Moreover, for some strong threat model including outside adversary [44] , our scheme may suffer from unauthorized attack. It is meaningful to improve our scheme to resist this attack. Adding a simple identity authentication protocol may be a good choice. Also, our scheme does not consider the privacy preservation of the modulus q. In some practical application scenarios, the modulus may contain sensitive information, such as the bit length of the solution vector, and thus keeping the privacy of the modulus is also very significative. Consequently, how to design a modulus-invisible outsourcing scheme for solving LMSLE is also deserved for further research.
